
 

 

The curricula of this academic year is almost coming to an end. 

We didn’t realize that this extremely productive and enthusiastic 

academic year had come to an end so soon. We sincerely thank 

our parents who always supported us and extended  their valuable 

cooperation throughout the year. 
  Now this is the time to train our wards to complete class 2 

successfully and enter class 3 confidently. There will be some gap 

between the two academic sessions. This gap gives a golden 



opportunity to our kids to enhance the basic knowledge of the 

concepts and strengthen their wards' confidence in order to start 

the new academic session pleasantly . 

All the best to all our students for better academic year ahead.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

 

                    

 

 

 



Theme :  OUR PLANET                         

SUBJECT TOPIC ACTIVITY PARENTAL 

INTERVENTION 

ENGLISH 

 

Revision An activity on 

moral stories  and  

recitation. 

Parents can encourage 

their towards to read 

moral stories. 

MATHS Revision. An activity on 

Handling data 

and patterns. 

Parents can  help their 

ward to send the 

required material 

whenever asked. 

EVS 

 

Revision An activity on 

solar system and 

different 

landforms. 

Parents can encourage 

their ward to explore 

more about planets in 

the Solar System. 

TELUGU 

 

 

 

Ls: 9 ఉపయము 

సంశ్లేషక్షర పదాలు 

 పఠ్య పుసతకములోని 

అభ్యయసలను చేయుటలో 

సహకర ంచగలరు. 

HINDI 

 

 

पुनरावतृ्ति  गतिववधि –अनेक 
शब्दों के लऱए एक 
शब्द ,शब्द पहेऱी, 

शु्रिऱेख 

ददए गए ववषय को पढ़ने 
में मदद करें I 

MUSIC & 

DANCE 

 

 
Recap of all the 
things taught. 

 Motivate them towards 

music and dance. 

 



COMPUTERS 

 

 

ART & 

CRAFT 

 

Lab sessions.  

 

An activity on 

craft 

Encourage your ward to 

practice. 

Encourage your ward to 

do better craft work. 

PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION 

 

Walk on toes 

and heels. 

 Encourage your ward to 

play. 

With best wishes , 

CLASS TEACHERS:  

SECTION -A SECTION -B SECTION -C SECTION -D SECTION -E 

Ms K.Anuradha Ms V.Pavani 
Priya 

Ms.L.Ananda 
Jyothi 

Ms g .Vasavi    
Goud. 

MS  Gunjan 
Kaur 

 

                                                  
Language   Teachers:               
Telugu:   MsM.S .Madhavi 

                 Ms. L.Prasuna 

              MsM.Ramadevi.                          

Hindi   :   Ms. Mangota 

.                MsT.Srivalli 

                 Ms V. Jayashree. 

 

 

Thank you 


